Whatever will I wear? Gents’ Edition

Men’s Clothing of the Fourteenth Century
Cynehild Cynesigesdohtor (aka Claire Knudsen-Latta)
As we’re discussing a hundred-year span of history during which Europe was shaken by doom
and catastrophe, this class will focus on some of the common elements that were maintained
throughout the period.
Layers from the inside out
1. Person
a. Male
b. English or French (for the proposes of preventing this class from taking over the
world)
c. Middle to upper class
i. Probably more middle than upper
2. Foundation garments
a. Bottom half
i. Braies
1. Thanks to the many illuminations showing gentlemen in states of
undress, we have a good idea of what men’s underwear looked
like.
2. Basic options involve the brief/boxer discussion.
a. Earlier examples are looser, designed to fit under
chausses.
b. As hose became more fitted, the underwear had to get
smaller to fit cleanly.
c. Basic construction allows for two legs and then a square or
rectangular gusset between them
3. Exclusively white
4. Likely only made from linen
ii. Chausses
1. Pronounced like ‘shows’
2. Long socks tied to the braies/a belt.
3. Bocksten find included two pairs of hose/chausses. One inner,
one outer.
4. Bias cut in the leg portion allows for more stretch
5. Variety of colors (you don’t even have to match one leg to the
other!)
6. Wool or linen
iii. Construction consists of two parts, a leg and a foot. Foot can be pieced in
a number of ways; however I find that a seam under the foot is unpleasant (though apparently, making these in wool will allow the wool to
full after a while and make the seam under the foot more comfortable).
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b. Split Hose
1. Appear among the fashionable class towards the end of the 14 th
Century. Big difference between the chausses and the split hose
is that split hose cover the bum more.
2. From the Encyclopedia of Medieval Dress and Textiles of the
British Isles c. 450 – 1450:
As the 14th century progressed men’s hose were often tied to
their gipon (jupon). This is confirmed by comments made by John
of Reading in his Chronica which he was writing at some point
between 1366 and 1369. Here he describes the hose as being very
long and tied very tightly to the doublet so making it very difficult
for the wearer to kneel down.
3. Made of linen or wool.
4. Tailored to cover the bum.
5. Attached to the cote or other garment by points.
6. Length of the foot got a little out of control by the end of the
century.
7. Again, lots of color and your legs don’t have to match.
ii. Joined Hose
1. Some limited evidence for joined hose at the very end of the 14th
century
iii. A WARNING ABOUT WHATEVER TYPE OF HOSE YOU ELECT TO WEAR
(from Chaucer [The Parson’s Tale, Lines 422 – 430.])
1. Upon That oother side, to speken of the horrible disordiant
scantnesse of clothyng, as been thise Kutted sloppes, or
haynselyns, that thurgh hire Shortnesse ne covere nat the
shameful membres of man, to wikked entente. Allas! somme Of
hem shewen the boce or hir shap, and the Horrible swollen
membres, that semeth lik the Maladie of hirnia, in the wrappynge
of hir Hoses; and eek the buttokes of hem faren as It were the
hyndre part of a she-ape in the fulle Of the moone. And
mooreover, the wrecched Swollen membres that they shewe
thurgh disgisynge, in departynge of hire hoses in whit and Reed,
semeth that half hir shameful privee Membres weren flayne. And
if so be that They departen hire hoses in othere colours, As is whit
and blak, or whit and blew, or blak And reed, and so forth, thanne
semeth it, as By variaunce of colour, that half the partie of Hire
privee membres were corrupt by the fir Of seint antony, or by
cancre, or by oother Swich meschaunce. Of the hyndre part of hir
Buttokes, it is ful horrible for to see. For certes, In that partie of hir
body ther as they purgen Hir stynkynge ordure, that foule partie
shewe They to the peple prowdly in despit of honestitee, which
honestitee that jhesu crist and His freendes observede to shewen
in hir lyve.
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2. Tl;dr, wear a shirt long enough to cover your braies
c. Top half
i. Shirt
1. Usually made of white linen
a. May be some silk examples
2. Shorter than the next layer out
3. Fullness likely dependent upon the garment worn over it.
4. Put on over the head rather than closed up the front
a. No evidence otherwise
5. Construction Thoughts
a. This item is probably the simplest to construct, a rectangle
(or trapezoid) with sleeves and underarm gussets.

3. Middle Layer
a. Tunic
i. The T-Tunic, the Basic Medieval Male Garment
1. Bockston man’s tunic is a great extant example
2. Loved by laborers everywhere
ii. Sleeves could be buttoned from the elbow to the wrist or loose enough
to pass the arm through.
iii. The fit is loose through the torso
iv. Two or four panel construction (two panels means one panel front and
one panel back, four panels means two panels front and two panels back)
v. Gores at the sides, and likely front and back
vi. Knee length
vii. Made of wool, linen, and maybe silk for the rich
viii. Parti-colored or single color
ix. Belted
x. Sometimes split front and back to the hip
b. Cote/Kirtle
i. Buttoned down the front or laced
ii. Fitted through the torso (always)
iii. Typically knee length
iv. Parti-colored or single color
v. From about 1350, these started to get shorter and shorter.
c. Construction thoughts
i. Made of wool, brocade, linen or silk
ii. Simpler fabrics for the inner layer
iii. Four Panel
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1. My preference for getting a smooth fit is to use four-panel
construction.
2. Similar to the Söderköping tunic with straight panels separated by
gores in the skirt.
3. With four-panel construction, the fit is achieved by altering the
upper part of the panels to hug the figure.
a. This is best done by draping the pattern on the individual.
4. The biggest benefit of four panel construction, is that it allows for
easy addition of closures at the center, side or back.
4. Outer Layer
a. Cotehardie
i. Like the cote above but fancier
ii. Dagg the edges. Go on, dagg them like a mad person
iii. Throw a plaque belt on (around the hips, not the waist)
iv. Be a fancy dan
v. Buttoned or laced down the front
vi. Typically a VERY tight fit
vii. Tippets on the sleeves
viii. From 1350 or so, these started to get shorter
1. From a French Chronicle "Around that year (1350), men, in
particular noblemen and their squires, took to wearing tunics so
short and tight that they revealed what modesty bids us hide. This
was a most astonishing thing for the people"
ix. Fabrics can include wools, linens, and silks in broadcloath, twill, or brocades.

b. Gown
i. Loose
ii. Long
iii. Regal
iv. For old dudes
v. Also for rich dudes
c. Rise of the Houppelande
i. Evolved from Gowns
ii. Houppelandes start showing up in the last quarter of the 14th century.
1. Although Froissart describes a knight concealing his armor
beneath a houpeland and mantle to capture Evereux castle in
1357
iii. They don’t button down the front and use COPIOUS AMOUNTS OF
FABRIC
1. SO MUCH FABRIC
iv. By 1400, the houppelande has become the pre-eminent garment of the
royal courts of Europe.
v. For the construction of an early-style houppelande, I recommend Cynthia
Virtue’s method, which she terms the “rotated-corner circle plan” at her
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website http://www.virtue.to. In my experience, this creates an elegant
houp with the folds falling as they appear to in many illuminations.
1. Sleeves appear to be straight, “angel wing” or bagged.
vi. Consider also the funerary houppelande of John of Görlitz (c. 1396)
http://cottesimple.com/garments/royal-grave-clothing-14th-centurybohemia/
1. This garment is made up of trapezoids fitted into a neckline. The
picture makes this much clearer.
vii. Fabrics are almost exclusively heavy and rich. Consider wools and
velvets. Brocades are also very nice.
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Glossary
(drawn from UMich’s Middle English Dictionary: http://quod.lib.umich.edu/)
Blanket (also blaunket, blanket, blanket) - A kind of woolen cloth (often white or undyed) [OF
blanket, var. of blanchet.]
Bokeram (also bukeram, bougeren, bukram) - A fine costly cloth, apparently of linen or cotton
(for curtains, bedspreads, banners, lining, etc.).
Brech (also briech, breche, breech, breke) - The undergarment covering the lower part of the
body; underpants, drawers, or tights.
Canvas (also canevas, cannevas, canuas, canfas, canvays) - A fabric made from flax or hemp,
canvas. [AF canevaz (cp. CF chanevaz) & ML canvasium, canebacium.]
Cappe (also cap, cep) - (a) A headdress, a hat; esp., a small head covering worn under the hood;
(b) a priest's close-fitting cap, the coif covering the tonsure; also, any kind of head covering for
ecclesiastics; (c) a nightcap.
Coif (also koife, coyf) - (a) A covering for the head, such as a cap or hood; (b) specif., the
headdress of a priest, lawyer, etc., as part of his official dress. [OF coife, coiffe]
Cope (also kape, cape) - A cloak or mantle.
Cote (also coete or coote) - A tunic or kirtle (worn by men or women, either alone or under a
mantle or other overgarment); also, a kind of surcoat or cote-hardie; ~ tabard, a tabard; cope ~,
a tunic, robe; tiing ~, a laced surcoat or tunic; Duch ~, ?a kind of cote-hardie; ~ cloth, a length of
cloth for making a tunic or surcoat.
Cotehardy (also cotehardie)- A close-fitting surcoat worn over the doublet or kirtle
Cremesin (also cremesie, crensein, crim(e)sin, grimsin; quotes are all 15th C.) - Cloth dyed a
deep purplish red with kermes
Damask (also damaske) - a costly figured cloth from Damascus (the Near East, the
Mediterranean).
Dudde - A cloak or mantle (?made of coarse, woolen cloth); also, a kind of cloth.
Falding (also faldyng) – (1) A mantle or cloak made of (coarse) woolen cloth; ?a woolen blanket
or wrap worn over the shoulders; ~ cloke, ~ cloth, ~ mantel. (2) A kind of woolen cloth, prob.
coarse, sometimes napped, and often described as of Irish manufacture; ~ cloth, ~ ware.
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Filet (also flette, vilet, felet) - A ribbon or band of cloth worn around the head as an ornament
or to keep the hair in place; a headband, chaplet; also, a frontal band worn as a badge of
maidenhood.
Garter (also gareter, garretter) – A garter; also, any lace for fastening hose or shoes)
Garnach (also garniche) - A long outer garment.
Gor (also gore, gore) - A wedge-shaped piece of cloth forming part of a garment; esp., a
triangular insertion, a gore
Goune (also goun, gune, gowne, gwn) - a) An outer garment, a robe, gown; long ~, short ~,
childes ~, womman ~; (b) a coat or cloak worn out-of-doors to cover one's clothing, armor, etc.;
(c) an official or distinguishing robe; the robe of a monk, a guildsman, an alderman; a Roman
toga; livere ~, a guildsman's robe; (d) night ~, a dressing robe; (e) ~ cloth, a piece of cloth for a
robe or livery.
Herigaud (also herygoud) – an outer garment, a cloak. [OF harigot, herigaut; pl. -gaus.]
Heuk (also huke, huike, heike, hek) - An outer garment, a cloak with a hood. (15th C. quotes)
[Cp. MDu. hoike, heucke, huke, huycke, heyke & OF huque, heuque, ML huca (from Gmc.). In
senses (b) & (c), also cp. OF houce, hulce, ML hucia (from Gmc.) a shield covering, a
saddlecloth.]
Hod (also hode, hood, hudde) - A hood for men or women attached to an outer garment or
worn as a separate head-covering with or without attached shoulder cape; -- often worn under
a hat.
Hose (also hoise, hosa) - (a) A legging or stocking of woven cloth or leather, with or without
feet; -- often pl.; (b) a close-fitting garment resembling tights worn by men and boys, joined
hose; clos hosen; (c) hosen and shon, stockings and shoes; leg and footwear as distinct from
other clothing; paire (of) hosen, a pair of hose; parti hosen, parti-colored hose; (d) ~ cloth, a
piece of cloth for making hose; ~ lether, leather for making hose.
Họ̄ peland (lso houpelond) - A loose belted overgown, houppelande.
Jornade - A man's short outer garment. (15th Century quote) [OF journade]
Kemes (also kemese) - Some kind of woman's garment, ?shirt, ?blouse.
Kersei (also kersey) - A kind of coarse woolen cloth; also, a piece or manufactured length of this
cloth. [From Kersey in Suffolk.]
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Kirtel (also cuyrtel, kurtel, curtel, kirtil, kertel, kirtel, kirtelle, kyrtile) – 1. (a) A garment for men
or boys, varying as to length, shape, and materials, usually (but not always) worn as an outer
garment; coat, gown, tunic, cloak; (b) ~ and (ne) cote, ~ and cope (courte-pi, mantel, tabard), ~
ne hod, ~ nor coule; (c) a jacket or tunic worn under armor; (d) the seamless robe of Christ; (e)
a garment made from the skins of animals. 2. (a) A garment for women or girls, often an outer
garment, sometimes worn over a smock or under a mantle, gown, or pilch; (b) ~ and cloke
(cope, mantel, smok), goune and ~, etc.; (c) ~ cloth, a length of cloth for making a kirtle.
Las (also lase, lasse, lace, laz, lesse) - A piece of cord used to draw together the edges of slits or
openings in an article of clothing, or to attach one article of clothing or armor to another; a
lace; (b) a lace or thong for a shoe.
Linen (also lynen[e], lynnyn, lynenyn, linen[e]) - (a) Cloth woven from flax, linen cloth; also, a
piece of linen; (b) clothing made from linen; a linen garment; (c) lint; (d) the plant flax (Linum
usitatissimum); (e) ~ draper, one who makes or sells linen; ~ lome, a loom for weaving linen; ~
webbe (webbester, wever), a linen weaver; ~ wever(es) craft, an unincorporated organization
of the linen weavers of London.
Livere (also lyueree, lyuere, leueray, livre, liverei, lifere) - (a) The official garb of a guild; also, a
distinctive hood only; ~ goune, goune of ~, a guildsman's official gown or robe; ~ of sute,
uniform garb worn by all members of a guild on certain occasions; in o ~, in the uniform garb of
one guild; (b) the uniform garb granted by a king, nobleman, bishop, etc., to a vassal, retainer,
or servant; also, a single item of dress so granted; ~ cloth, cloth for making a livery; ~ houve, a
uniform headdress; ~ clothing, ~ goune, yeven ~; (c) clothing, dress; in o ~, dressed alike; (d) the
badge or insignia worn by a retainer or a soldier; also, a heraldic badge or device; also, the
insignia of an order (e.g. Knights of the Garter); (e) the membership of a guild, company; the
retinue of a king, etc.; fig. the retinue of a saint.
Lainer (also leiner, lanere, lanʒer, lanioure) - A thong used to fasten parts of armor, shields,
clothing, etc.; strap, lace; ?also, a bandage; ~ knittere, one who makes thongs and straps; ~ line,
some kind of line or rope.
Pal (also palle, paulle, pelle) - (a) A fine cloth; a type of fine cloth, ?satin; fine clothing; (b)
purpel (purpure, red, riche, worth) ~; cloth of ~, clothes of ~, garnement (mantle, robe, surcot)
of ~, pavilioun of ~; (c) cheisel and ~, gold and ~, pelure and ~, pured and ~, purpure and ~, ~
and purpure, scarlet and ~, siclatoun and ~, silk and ~, etc.; proud (proudeste) in ~, prikede in ~;
(d) ~ clothinge, clothes of fine cloth; ~ werk, fine cloth, ?satin; (e) clothes of ~, ?simple, robelike clothing.
Peticote (also Petite cote, petycote) - (a) A man's tight-fitting short coat, with or without
sleeves and usually padded, worn under a doublet and over a shirt; (b) a padded jerkin worn
under armor, an arming doublet; (c) a woman's garment; ?skirt. (All citations are fifteenth
century)
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Pin (also pine, pinne, penne, pene) - A pin used as a fastener for clothing or in sewing; an
ornamental pin for clothing or the hair; brooch, hairpin.
Serk (also cerke, serc) - A garment worn next to the skin, an undergarment; a shirt, shift; also
fig.; ?also, a nightshirt; ~ and brech.
Shirt (also schuyrte, schert, sserte, schorte, sherte, shurte) - A garment for the upper body
worn next to the skin by both men and women, a shirt.
Slop (also sloppe) - slop(pe (n.) Also slope, sclop; pl. slops, s(c)loppes. [?OE: cp. oferslop; also
cp. MDu. slop or ON (cp. OI sloppr).]
Smok (also smoke, smock) – (a) A woman's undergarment, shift, chemise; ~ cloth, a piece of
cloth sufficient for making a smock; (b) ~ of oure ladie, oure ladie(s ~, a relic alleged to be the
chemise of the Virgin Mary; (c) in images of poverty and deprivation; (d) in prov. expressions;
(e) in surname.
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Braies

Luttrell Psalter (Brit. Lib. 42130, fol.
54v), c.1325-40
http://www.bl.uk/manuscripts/Vie
wer.aspx?ref=add_ms_42130_f054
v

The Golden Legend (BNF
Chroniques de France ou de
Fr. 241), 1348
St. Denis (British Library
http://visualiseur.bnf.fr/Co Royal 20 C VII), end of the
nsulterElementNum?O=IF
14th
Ncenturyhttp://www.bl.uk/ca
8100138&E=JPEG&Deb=53 talogues/illuminatedmanus
&Fin=53&Param=C
cripts/ILLUMIN.ASP?Size=mi
d&IllID=42584
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Chausses

Maciejowski Bible (PML
M.638), c. 1250
http://www.medievaltym
es.com/courtyard/images
/maciejowski/leaf35/otm
35vb.gif

Omne Bonum (British Library Royal
Tacuinum Sanitatis (BNF
6 E VI, fol. 214), c. 1360-1375
Nouvelle acquisition latine
http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illum
1673, fol. 95), c. 1390-1400
inatedmanuscripts/ILLUMINBig.ASP http://visualiseur.bnf.fr/Consu
?size=big&IllID=32092
lterElementNum?O=IFN08100553&E=JPEG&Deb=189
&Fin=189&Param=C

Diagrams of the Bocksten
Hose
http://www.greydragon.org/li
brary/underwear3.html
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Split Hose

Missale ad usum fratrum minorum (BNF Latin 757, fol. 286v), c. 1385-1390
http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8470209d/f576.item
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Shirt

Royal 20 C VII f. 44v.
http://www.bl.uk/catalogues/illuminatedmanuscri
pts/ILLUMIN.ASP?Size=mid&IllID=42584

Tacuinum Sanitatis (BNF Nouvelle
acquisition latine 1673), c. 1390-1400
http://visualiseur.bnf.fr/ConsulterElemen
tNum?O=IFN08100553&E=JPEG&Deb=176&Fin=176&
Param=C
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Tunics

The lives of the saints (BNF Fr. 185, fol. 259v)
http://visualiseur.bnf.fr/ConsulterElementNum?O=IFN8100139&E=JPEG&Deb=141&Fin=141&Param=C

Romance of Alexander (MS Bodl. 264)
http://image.ox.ac.uk/show?collection=bodleian&manuscript=msbodl264
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Cote?

Romance of Alexander (MS Bodl. 264)
http://image.ox.ac.uk/show?collection=bodleian&manuscript=msbodl264
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Cotehardie

Walter de Helyon 1350
William of Hatfield 1337
Much Marcle
York Minster
http://www.themcs.org/costume/14th%20century%20Male%20Clothing.htm
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Le Roman de la Rose, 14th century (ca. 1365), French, University of Chicago Library MS 1380
Cotehardie on left, gown on right
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Gowns

Weeper of Thomas Beauchamp
and wife Katherine mortimer 1369
Weeper 23
Warwick

Tacuinum Sanitatis (BNF Nouvelle acquisition latine
1673), c. 1390-1400
http://visualiseur.bnf.fr/ConsulterElementNum?O=IFN08100553&E=JPEG&Deb=176&Fin=176&Param=C
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Taccuino Sanitatis, c. late 14th C., Italian (from
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1300%E2%80%931400_in_European_fashion)
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Houppelandes

Richard II in the Wilton Diptych (English, 1395-99)
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Extant Garments

Bocksten man tunic c. 1250-1520, Varberg Municipality, Sweden
From http://gawinkappler.blogspot.com/2013/06/your-first-outfit-bocksten-man-i.html
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The funerary houppelande of John of Görlitz/Jan Zhořelecký
From http://cottesimple.com/garments/royal-grave-clothing-14th-century-bohemia/

Line drawing of the above garment, from 1993 by N. Bažantová, published in Dr.
Bravermanová’s 2005 conservation report via the above website.
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Red Solo Cups!!
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